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Abstract
'llie  development  of  high-energy  accelerators  at  the  Stiuiford  linear  Accelerator  Center  has  closely
paralleled tlie advances m liigh energ}' physics o\'er tlie last fift)- }'eiirs. From its original conception as the
world's Lugest linear accelerator for tlxed tiuget experiments, the facilit)' evolved over the years with various
colliding beam configurations in the quest for higher collision energies. An offshoot of the high-energ)-
physics program was tlie sy nchrotron radiation from accelerators that proved a useflil tool for x-ray studies.
Photon science has since become the major tlirust of the laboratory^ with the construction of LCI^, the
world's first free electron x-ray laser.

Introduction

Particle  accelerator  technolog}'  had  already
developed to a sophisticated level  bv the time
die  Stanford  linear  Accelerator  was  proposed
in  the  late  195(ys  and  early  sixties.  The
origins  of  the  particle  accelerator  and  the
desire  of  physicists  to  study  tlie  behaviour  of
fundamental particles beyond that revealed in
cosmic  rays  and  the  emissions  from  natural

radioacti\it\'  have been extensively  chronicled
in  the  past,  lliis  review  focuses  oti  tliose
developments  that  took  place  at  the  Stanford
Linear  Accelerator  Center  (SL/\C)  and  how
tlie\- ha\'e led to the nse of The Standard Model,
tlie  birdi  of  new  accelerator  technologies  and
the  burgeoning  of  s\'nchrotron  radiation
ph\ sics that followed.

Fkure 1: Aenai vicn of SI AC nestled in the Stanford fbothd/s, hkhli2hthi2 some of the accelerator facilities, (SI AC t>hoto)
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Figure 2: The Gockjcmft-W'alton accelerator that was
moved from the Australian National Vmversit)' to the
Physics Department at the University of Nav South
Wales where it was used Iry Jak Kelt)'. It is an example
of an eatiy high-voltage accelerator, (ANV photo)

llie  machines  at  SLAC,  shown  in  figure  1,
have alway s been iisetl to accelerate electrons,
or  tlicir  antimatter  counterparts,  positrons,
llic  dogged  adherence  to  lepton  macliines  is
based on die premise that leptons are a point-
like  particle,  widi  nc^  consdtvient  parts  and
therefore  the  study  of  collisions  widi  leptons
should  be  die  least  ambiguous  to  interpret.
Wliile  odier  high-energy  ph\  sics  laboratories
delved  into  die  complexides  of  protons  and
the  stmcmre  of  e\  en  heavier  nuclei  in  ion
beams,  SLAC  made  the  first  of  its  Nobel
Prize  winning  discoveries  to  support  its
original  premise:  die  discoven*,  described  in
more  detidl  m  die  followmg  sections,
demonstraung  that  protons  and  neutrons
were  indeed  made  of  smaller,  consdtiient
parts,  quarks,  and that  onl}'  an electron beam
could reveal that fine detail.

Figure): A plot, styled after LJvingston of the change in
accelerator technology that allomd accelerators to increase
in ener^K

V'ignre 4: A view inside the two-mile SJ AC accelerator
tunnel showing the linac mounted above the alignment light
pipe.
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llie  driving  teclinolog}^  belmid  tlic  SI^\C
accelerators  is  tlic  use  of  very  high  power
radio  frequency  (RF)  fields.  The  earliest

) inch (approx )

iigurc 5: I'be SJ^4C limtc stmcture is shomi in a
cutaway v 'mv and mn^iprises roughly 80,000 copper celL

accelerators  used  dc  voltages  to  accelerate  a
particle just once across a fixed potential, as in
Figure  2,  but  die  energ\'  is  limited  to  a  few
MeV  before  liigh  voltage  breakdown
becomes  a  problem.  High  energies  can  only
be acliieved b\' repeated application of a time-
var)ing  electric  field.  'Hie  success  hxl
confluence  of  high  power  microwave
technolog}' in the development of klystrons at
S1^^\C  together  widi  particle  accelerator
design  put  Si^\C  at  tlie  tbrefront  of  liigh
energ\' physics.

'Ilie  quest  for  liigher  energ}-  accelerators  is
driven  by  bodi  die  need  to  resoK'e  smaller
detail  and  to  be  able  to  create  exotic  new
particles  of  hea\ier  mass  out  of  the  collision
energ}'.  In  die  wavc-particie  dualit)'  \new  of
nature  a  liigher  energ}-  particle  beam  has
shorter  wavclengdi  and  dicreforc  can  probe
smaller  detail  in  scattenng  experiments,  llie
mass-energv" equivalence tells us that the mass
of  any  new  particle  created  in  a  collision  is
limited by the centre-of-mass energ}- available
in the collision.

'llie  earl\-  liigh  voltage  acceleration  technique
would  onl)'  ever  be  used  at  SI  AC  to  power
die  electron  gun  used  to  inject  electrons  into
die  main  linear  accelerator  (or  linac,  as  it  is
commonh^  abbrtn-iatcd).  llie  electrons  in  the
SLA(.  linac,  Figures  4  and  5,  arc  accelerated

instead  by  high  frequenc}'  waves  using  a
technique  pioneered  by  William W.  Hansen at
Stanford,  llie  microwave  power  is  delivered
by  klystron  tubes,  Figure  6,  also  developed  at
Stanford  by  the  brothers  Russell  and  Sigurd
Varian.

The  Early  SLAC  Linac

The  physics  motivation  for  building  a  20
GeV  electron  linac  was  born  out  of  the
success  of  Robert  \  lofstadter's  experiments
on  die  elastic  scattering  of  188  MeV
electrons.  The  experiments  were  performed
on  the  main  Stanford  campus  in  the  Flansen
I'Aperimental  Physics  Faborator)-  using  the
Utiiversitx's  220-  foot  long  Mark  HI  electron
accelerator.  These  Nobel  Prize  winning
experinients  determined  die  precise  si^e  of
the  proton  and  die  neutron  and  provided  die
first  reasonably  consistent  picture  of  the
atomic nucleus.

V'tgure 6: Cutaway view of one of the 240 S-band
klystrons delivering up to 65 MW each of peak ponw
at2856MHx,

A  team  in  the  Stanford  Physics  department,
led b\- WoUgang "Pief ' Panofsky emasaged a
machine 100 times larger that was destined to
reveal  not  just  die  structure  of  the  nucleus,
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Figure 7 Whimsical rien> of the SLAC lime as
depicted hy Boh Gou/d the chief ciiil engineer dm ng the
construction phase.

but  of"  the  nucleons  themselves.  Dubbed
Project  M,  where  jM stood for  monster,  it  was
completed  in  1966  at  a  cost  of  $120M  and
represented  the  largest  publicly  tlmded,  pure
research project of its time.

3  4
q2 (GeV/c)^

bignre 8: liridence of tJje quark stmcture came from
t/.ie ratio of deep inelastic scatteting (DIS) cms -sect ion
oj elect mn scattering in hydrogen to the theoretical Mott
scattering cross-section from a point charge, plotted as a
function of the square of the four-momentum transfer.
Tlw elastic scattering cwss-section is plotted for
co///parison. (From Hoddeson et ai. Fig 32.2.)

The  project  was  not  without  controvers\  and
caused  a  split  in  the  Stanford  Physics
department  because  some  of  die  faculty
believed that  the  accelerator  facility  should  be
for  the  exclusive  use  of  Stanford  research
departments.  Panofskv,  on  tlie  odicr  hand
believed  that  such  a  large  facilit\'  should  be
open  to  the  public,  and  invited  proposals
from  around  the  world  to  piirticipate  in
experiments  at  Sl^C.  A  separate  $].AC
facult}^ was created and the two Departments
went their separate ways.

The  early  experiments  at  SLAC]  were
designed  to  extend  elastic  scattering  of
electrons from the proton and the neutron (in
the  deuteron)  to  liigher  energies,  and  dien  to
extend  this  work  to  inelastic  scattering,
leading  to  the  known "resonances"  or  excited

states  of  the  nucleons,  essentialh  extending
the  previous  work  of  Robert  llotstadtcr  to
much  higher  mc^menaim  transfers.  I  lowever,
there was a growing interest  in  explaining the
"strange"  behaviour  of  new  particles
discovered  at  other  laboratories  and  the
conjectiare  b}'  Gell-Mann  and  Zweig  that
nucleons  were  combinations  of  "cjuarks"  tjf
charge  i  1/3  or  1:  2/3.  ITie  new  research
groups  began  examining  "deep  inelastic
scattering"  (DIS)  which  left  the  nucleons
fragmented  in  a  continuous  set  of  energy-
states.  The  results  had  tremendous
implications  since  die  DIS  cross-section
turned out to be much larger tlian pre\'iousl\-
believx'd.  llic  ratio  of  DIS,  as  a  function  of
die  momentum  transfer  to  the  nuclec^ns,  to
scattering  from  a  charged  point  particle.
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I'ignn 9: \ "lew oj the \ Did Station . X spt'iimmtir and
detectors used to nmmm scattering jrom quarks within
the proton and neutron. The scak is apparent Jrom the
hfiman figure in the centre fi)reground. _

exhibits  a  ver\^  slow  variation,  shown  in
Figure  8,  in  contrast  to  tlic  vcn'  steep
decrease  with  momentum  transfer  exliibited
by elastic scattering.

Tlie  scattering  experiments  required  the
detectors to be moved through large angles to
obser\'e  both  die  forward  and  back-scattered
electrons.  For  20  CjcV  electrons  die
spectrometer  magnets  are  fomiidable  and
resembled  locomotives  on  tracks,  as  seen  in
Figure 9.

Richard  Taylor,  f  lenn'  Kendall,  and  Jerome
Friedmiin  received  tlie  1990  Nobel  Prize  in
Ph\  sics  for  diis  work,  wliich  established  the
foundation of the physical realit}' of the quark
components of the Standard Model.

Colliding  Beams  at  SLAC

In  striving  for  higher  energies  to  extend  the
reach  of  scattering  experiments,  one  must
realize  diat  die  centre  of  mass  collision
energ\',  is  reduced  b)'  the  recoil  of  die
target atom of mass mi.

whereas much higher centre-of-mass energies
can  be  attained  by  colliding  tvvo  beams  of
energ}' Ei and

Figure 10: The Princeton-Stanford Colliding Beam
Experiment used a figure eight configuration to collide
SOOMel ^electrons.

The  colliding  beam  concept  was  first
envisaged  for  hadron  macliincs  but  was  soon
taken  over  b\  die  lepton  communit)  .  Unlike
protons,  an  electron  uiU  radiate  away  its
energ)'  if  made  t(^  follow  a  drcubr  path,  and
tliis dissipative process causes the electrons to
naturally  com^erge  to  the  axis  of  the  beam
pipe,  lliis  makes  the  injection  process  into
an electron storage ring much easier.

Se\^eral  design  proposals  were  made  around
die  world  using  counter  rotating  beams  of
oppositely  charged  particles  that  could
economically  make  use  of  one  vacuum
chamber  in  a  single  ring.  ITie  availabiKt}'  of
an  electron  linac  to  inject  die  beams  made
Stanford  an  obvious  choice  for  a
demonstration  experiment.  An  electron
storage  ring  was  proposed  at  Princeton  by
Gern-  O'Neil  in  1956  and  the  Colliding  Beam
Experiment  (CBX)  began  construction  in
1959  at  Stanford.  ITie  figure-eight  ring,
shown  in  figure  10,  collided  500  MeV
electrons  uith  currents  up  to  50  mA  in  each
beam.
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the  mteraction  dcnsit\%
increases according to

or  luniinosit\',

for  N  electrons  at  an  energv'  YL-y  with

transverse  beam  si>:es  O^.  ^ y^x.y
where  Px,y  are  tlie  lattice  fimctions,  £x,y  the
beam  emittances  and  /:  the  classical  electron
radius.  Tunc  sliifts  above  {).{)2S  txpically
caused  beam  degradation  and  loss  of
luminositx^  due  to  resonance  induced  by  die
beam-beam interaction.

Figure f f: An early photograph of the SPFiiR storq^
ring before it was surrounded Iry synchrotron radiation
hutches.

'llie  CBX  revealed  direc  major  limitadons
that  would  prove  essential  in  future  storage
ring design. In spite of being the largest ultra-
high  vacuum  system  constructed  for  an
experiment,  with a base pressure of 10 '^ Torr
in  the  2  m^  volume,  the  pressure  would  rise
by  a  factor  300  w-hen  higher  beam  currents
were  stored.  Desorption  from  synchrotron
light impinging on die chamber walls caused a
pressure spike that severely limited the stored
beam  lifetime.  The  synchrotron  light  power
scales  as  the  4'^  power  of  beam  energx^  and
required a re-evaluation of the vacuum system
design.

The  second  liinitation  obser\^cd  during
operation was a trmsverse resonant instability-
caused  by  the  image  charge  wdl  currents
causing  wakefields  in  die  vacuum  chamber.
Resonant  coupling  could  be  suppressed  by
separating die  betatron tune of  the  two rings,
and furtiier damping was observ^ed due to rest
gas ionization effects.

The  fimdamental  limit  affecting  all  future
storage  rings  was  found  in  the  beam-beam
tune  shift,  Au  ITiis  is  the  transverse  focusing
of  one  beam  upon  die  odici:  and  increases  as

eat* eo,(Q*V)
3  100  >i» 3.200

3 too

/ 7g///r f2: A historii plot marking the discovers of the
] h partick at S?¥i.4K

'ilic  lessons  leamed  proved  mvaluable  for
future  storage  ring  designers,  particularh  one
collaboration  member.  Burton  Richter  who
went  on  to  lead  die  effort  to  design  the
Stanford  Positron  1  Electron  Asymmetric
Rings  (SPIIAR).  'ITiis  collider  began
operation in 1 972 and pro\'ed to be the most
prolitic  of  all  die  SIAC  accelerators  in
providing  physics  results  per  doUar  spent  on
dieir construction.

At  die  time  of  its  inception,  the  SPHAR
project  was  competing  with  more
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consen^arive  upgrade  projects  that  would
raise the main linac enei^- by at most a factor
two.  'lliese  projects  cventiiallv  also  proved
successfiil  and  led  to  tlie  success  of  die  linear
collider  described  in  the  next  section,
f  iowc\'er,  die  physics  modvarion  of  being
able to raise the centrc-of-mass energ}^ by an
order  of  magnitude  over  the  CBX  machine
was  enough  to  spur  the  laboratory'
management  to  fund  the  SPEAR
construction  out  of  operating  funds  without
obtaining  direct  government  funding  agenc\-
approval.  _

Funding  was  not  available  for  a  new  building
to  house  die  new  machine  so  it  was  literalh'
constructed  on  the  parking  lot  adjacent  to
End  Station  A  and  covered  over  with
concrete radiadon shielding blocks,  as seen in
Figure  11.  The  design  was  simplified  to  a
single  ring with  counter  rotating electron and
positron  beams  of  3  Ge\^  energ}  .  Unlike  the
electron-electron  collisions  in  CBX,  die
and  e  can  anniliilate  each  odier  producing  an
intermediate  state  with  enough  energ}-,  and
according  to  conser\^arion  laws,  to
spontaneously produce massive new particles.
Stud\ing  how  these  particles  are  produced
proves  to  be  the  ideal  tool  for  learning  about
their stmcture.

llie  gamble  paid  off  handsomely  with  the
obserx-^ation of a resonance in die e^'^ent rate at
a  centre-of-mass  energ)  of  approximately  3.1
Ge\',  shown  in  Figure  12.  'lliis  was
attributed  to  the  production  of  a  new  particle
the  //  ^  which  could  onlv  be  explained  as  a
tighdy  bound  pair  of  chamied  quarks,  llie
laboraton'  director  announced  die  discover}'
to  the  Atomic  Energy  Commission  with  die
statement:  "I  would  like  to  report  die
discover}  of  an  unauthorized  particle  on  an
unauthorized  colliding  beam  facilit}-^'.  In
1974  it  heralded  what  is  now  referred  to  at
SLAC  as  the  November  Rev^olution.  ^Fhe

rings stacked on fop of each other for the PEP-II
asymmtrtf B Factory.

discover}*  resulted  in  a  Nobel  Prize  for
Burton  Richter  and  Samuel  C.  C.  ling,  and
was  followed  b\'  a  rich  study  of  charmonium
phx sics  reveiiling the spectroscopy of  various
bound states of chann-anticharm quarks.

'Hie  SPFIAR  ring  \ielded  yet  another  Nobel
Prize  to  Martin  Peri  for  liis  discover)-  of  the
tau  lepton,  die  durd  of  the  diree  families  of
leptons, the electron, the muon and the tau.

At  diis  point  in  SLi\C's  liistor\-  funding
became  available  to  build  upon  this  success
and  construct  an  even  larger  collider,  the
Positron  ElectJron  Project  (PEP)  able  to  attain
15  GeV  with  a  ring  1.4  miles  (2.2  km)  in
circumference.  This  was  the  largest  ring  that
would  comfortably  fit  on  die  SI  AC  site.  A
large ring is necessarv at high energies because
die  energ)^  loss  per  turn  due  to  synchrotron
radiation  increases  as  die  4^''  power  of  the
energ}'  wliile  it  only  decreases  linearly  with
machine radius.

Dunng  the  PI^P  era  at  SEAC  Burton  Richter
spent  a  sabbatical  period  at  CF^RN  in
Switzerland  where  he  entertained  the  idea  ot
designing  die  maximum  energ}'  storage  ring
feasible on an unlimited site. CF^RN w^ent on
to  build  the  I^rge  Electron  Positron  project
QJiP),  a  27  km  circumference  ring  capable  of
attaining 50 CieX' beam energies.
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of Matter
♦2/3

i 1/3

1

Table 1: The Standard Model can be thonghl of as a
t)pe oj Periodk Table from n'bkh all I he knonm stdh
atomic particles can be constructed.

Richter,  on  the  otlier  hand,  returned  to  SLj\C
proclaiming  tliat  we  must  reairn  to  linear
accelerator  teclinolog\^  for  colliding  beams  in
order  to  overcome  the  energ)'  limitations  of
storage rings.

Before  turning  our  attention  to  die  linear
collider  project  at  SI^C  we  should  jump
ahead to  SI^AC's  final  endeavour  widi  storage
rings,  and  the  constmction  of  an  asymmetric
collider  known  as  die  PEP-  II  B-Factor\^
Two  rings  were  constmcted  inside  the  Pl-^P
tunnel,  stacked  one  on  top  of  die  odier,  as
shown  in  Figure  13,  to  store  9  GeV  electrons
in die high-energ}- ring and 3. 1 GeV positrons
in  die  low-energ\'  ring,  widi  one  intersection
point  where  die  beams  would  be  allow^ed  to
collide,  'ilie  rings  began  operation  in  1999
and eventually reached a luminositx' of around
10'^^' cm - s^ at astonishing beam currents of
approximately  1  .5  A  of  electrons  and  2.5  A  of
positrons.

The  centre-of-mass  collision  energ\'  was
tuned  to  die  Upsilon  4S  resonance  to
produce  a  flavourless  meson  fornied  from  a
bottom  quiirk  and  its  antipaiticle  diat  then
decays  into  a  pair  of  B  mesons.  It  allowed  die
first  obser\'ation  of  charge-parit\'  violation
outside  of  the  kaon  system  and  helps  explain
the  mechanism,  at  the  instant  of  die  Big

200 MoV
Positron

Accelerator
North Damping

ring (NDR)
e- Gun

/
1.2 GeV

Accelerator

50 GeV Accelerator
Final Focus
Test Beam

South DamcHng
ring (NDR)

Tigure 14: The Sh.4C Linear Collider accelerated
bunches oj elect mns and positrons to 50 Gel ' which
ntre deflected in opposite dimtions around an arc to
collide at the detector.

Bang,  by  which  there  is  more  matter  than
antimatter  in  the  universe.  A  key  factor  in
diese  observations  was  to  make  die  collisions
asymmetric  in  energ\-  so  tiiat  die  ccntre-ot-
mass  frame  would  be  nlo^'ing  during  the
collision  and  allow  the  lifetime  of  the
different  decay  channels  to  be  identified  by
virtue  of  die  distance  of  the  new  particle
vertices from the collision point.

The  SLAC  Linear  Collider

'Ihe  discoveries  at  SI^\C  gave  strong  support
to  die  quark  model,  and  die  "eight  fold  wa^  "
was  enlianced  to  become  "llic  Standard
Model"  and is  summarized in  Table  1.

'ITie  cjuarks  and  the  leptons  appeared  to  be
divided  into  three  families  of  matter  and  all
the  particles  that  had  been  discovered  at
SLi\C  and  elsewhere  could  be  accounted  for
in  diis  framework,  llie  vector  bosons  in  die
Standard  Model,  or  force  carriers  had  also
been  observed  The  next  step  was  to  confinii
diat  diere  were  indeed  otiK-  three  taniilies  ot
matter,  not  more,  and  this  could  be
continued  by  measuring  the  resonance  width
of  die  Z  boson,  the  carrier  of  the  weak  force.
Bodi  (-HRN  and  SLAC  proposed  die
constmction  of  an  eV*  collider  with  a  roughly
100  GeV  centre-of-mass  energ\  at  the  Zo
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90  91  92  93  94
e  (GeV)

Figufv 15: The Sl^4C memmmmt of the mdth of
the Z/f momma' at 91.4 Gel 'confirmed the Standurd
Modei pmiktion that then mre only three families of
matter,

resonance  to  make  this  precision
measurement  CERN  proposed  the  27  km
LEP  ring,  and  SI^\C  proposed  using  the  3
km  long  linac  to  reach  the  same  energ\'.
SLAC was able to raise the energ)^ of the linac
from  its  original  20  GeV  to  50  Ge\^  throiagh
the  invention  of  the  SLED  device  (SIvVC
linac  Energ}'  Doubler).  It  uses  RJ^  pulse
compression  to  deliver  four  times  the  peak
Rl'  power  in  a  shorter  pulse  to  the  linac
structure  thereb)  increasing  the  accelerating
field gradient.

SI  AC  woLild  have  to  perfonn  an  extra  trick
of  accelerating  consecutive  bunches  of
electrons  and  positrons  and  deflecting  them
around two opposite arcs,  as shown in Mgure
14,  to  bring  tliem  into  collision  in  die  centre
of the SLD detector.

Tlie  IJ^P  storage  ring  would  collide  die
bunches  ten  thousand  times  per  second  as
they  went  round  and  round,  so  the  SLi\C
linear  (Collider  (SL(>)  would  have  to  focus
the  beams  to  micron  si^e  diameters  in  order
to  get  tlie  same  luminosit}'  in  the  detector,
lliis  was  possible  at  SLC  by  making  ver\'
small  emittance  beams  in  tlie  damping  rings

and then keeping the emittance under control
as die beam was accelerated in the linac.

The  storage  ring  was  a  more  conserv^ative
approach  and  ultimately  reached  a  higher
luminosit)',  but  the  linear  collider  w^as  also  a
test  experiment  for  fliture  colliders.  Clearly,
the  next  generation  of  colliders  operating  at
10'-  or  Terra  electron  volt  (Te\')  energies
would  be  impracrically  large  if  built  as  rings,
so  it  was  important  to  test  the  linear  collider
concept whose size would still  be manageable
when scaled to a TeV.

The SLiVC^ measurement of the Zo resonance,
shown  in  Figure  15,  was  still  sufficient  to
prove  bc\'ond  a  doubt  diat  the  Standard
Model  held  true  and  that  only  diree
generations of matter could exist.

Synchrotron  Light  Sources

/Mready during the heyday of particle physics
at  die  SPEAR  machine  another  group  of
Stanford ph\'sicists was lobbying for access to
die  photon  radiation  generated  b)^  the  beam
circulating  in  the  ring.  Synclirotron  radiation
was  regarded  widi  disdain  by  the  machine
builders  because  it  limited  the  energ\'  of  a
storage  ring  and  it  produced  unw-anted
heating  and  outgassing  of  die  vacuum
chamber.  Tlic  photon  users  persisted  with
their claims that the synchrotron light w^as the
brightest  source  of  x-ra\'s  in  the  world,  by
orders  of  magnitude,  and  would  allow
revolutionar\  ̂new science to be done.

Tlic director of SL/VC^ reluctandy allow^ed one
photon  beam  line  to  be  added  to  the  SPEAR
ring, worned that it  would take away precious
beam  time  from  die  high-energ\'  physics
program,  llie  rest  is  liistor\%  as  diey  say,  and
the  number  of  synchrotron  radiation  beam
lines  grew  rapidly.  When  SPEAR  reached  the
end  of  its  useRiI  life  as  a  liigh-cnerg\'  physics
macliuie it  became die wTjrld's  first  dedicated
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synchrotron  light  source.  It  has  been
upgraded  several  tinies  and  still  operates
today  as  a  3'^*  generation  light  source,
SPEAR3.

Man)'  dedicated  synchrotron  light  source
laboratories  have  now  been  built  around  the
world,  numbering  more  dian  sixt\',  including
the  Australian  Synchrotron  built  in  2007  in
Melbourne,  llicse  modern  storage  rings  use
imertion  devices  to  \viggle  tlie  beam  in  an
unduiator section to produce extremely bright
x-ray  beams,  llie  brightness  of  the  x-rays  is
ultimately  limited^  tliough,  b\'  tlie  equilibrium
electron  bunch  dimensions  in  tlie  storage
ring.

llie  light  source  designers  enviously  kx)ked  at
die  extremely  small  electron  bunches  that  the
linear  collider  w^as  producing  and  calculated
they could create a free electron laser (FHL) at
x-ra\' wavelengths using a \'er\' long unduiator

Figure 17: rieir of th 100 m long unduiator of the
IJnae Coherent Ught Sonne.

at  the  end  of  the  linac.  The  linear  collider
project  was  not  about  to  give  up  any  ot  its
precious  beam  time  to  the  light  source  users,
but  we  were  able  to  do  a  proof-of-principal
experiment  to  demonstrate  the  feasibiliU'  ()f
x-ray  production  widi  die  linac.

An  electron  bunch  compressor  cliicane  was
installed  in  the  linac  in  2002  wliich  would
compress  the  bujiches  to  a  pulse  as  short  as
80  femtoseconds  duration.  'ITie  bunch
compressor  chicane  worked  h\  putting  an
energ)" chiip on the electron bunch, giving the
head of  the  bunch  a  higher  energv  ,  and  then
sweeping  the  bunch  around  a  chicane  so  that
the  low  energ)'  tail  would  catch  up  widi  the
head of the bunch.

A  2.4  m  long  unduiator  borrowed  from  the
Argonne  Advanced  Photon  Source  was
installed on a beam line at die end of the linac
and  the  compressed  28  Cjq\  electron  bunch
produced  a  blinding  flash  of  x-rays  at  1.5  i\
wavelength.

At  this  time the liiiac  was pnmariK  being used
as  an  injector  for  die  PEP-II  coUider,  but  it
was  possible  to  parasitically  deliver  10  Hz
repetition  rate  beams  to  this  new  photon
facilit)-,  the  Sub-  Picosecond  Photon  Source
(SPPS).  Numerous  experimental  techniques
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figure  18:  The  iXlJi  imdiilator  is  made  up  of
thousands oj permanent magnet nn^kr magnets,

for  linac-based  light  sources  were  able  to  be
tested with the ultra- fast pulses at this facilit)'.

l^or  a  time the SPPS held  the record for  peak
brightness  for  any  x-ra\"  source,  as  seen  in
Figure  16.  ITie  radiation,  however,  was  still
incoherent,  as  it  is  in  storage  ring  light
sources,  llie  bigger  prixe  was  yet  to  come
with the installation of a linac -driven FILL.

The  Linac  Coherent  Light  Source  LCLS

'ITie  LCIJS  produced  its  first  x-ra)  beam  in
2009,  and  uses  a  100  m  long  undulator,
shown in l^igure 1 7, at the end of the linac to
produce  Self  Amplified  Stimulated  Emission
(SiVSI^^  at  x-ray  wavelengtlis.  'ITic  undulator
is assembled in 3 m long modules made up of
hundreds  of  permanent  magnet  dipoles,  as
shown  in  figure  18.  ITie  incoherent
synchrotron  radiation  generated  as  the  beam
wiggles  back  will  amplifv  in  one  selected
mode  and  produce  fulh'  coherent  x-rays  that
aire  10  orders  of  magnimde  brighter  than  a
storage ring light source.

Such  an  increase  in  brightness  over  existing
macliines  has  rcc|uired  die  invention  of  a
whole  new  science  in  analysing  x-ray
diffraction,  h  is  now  possible,  for  example,
to image a single molecule in a single shot.  It
will  no  longer  be  necessan'  to  cr\'stallize
complex  organic  molecules  such  as  proteins
in  order  to  image  their  stmcture.  Enough

photons  can  impinge  on  a  single  molecule
tliat  die  diffraction  image  can  be  collected
fi-om  a  single  molecule.  The  downside  is  that
of  course  the  molecule  does  not  survive  the
onslaught  of  such  a  bright  beam  of  x-rays.
Flow  ever,  die  pulse  duration  from  the  LCLS
can be as short as a few^ femtoseconds so it is
possible  to  capture  the  image  before  the
molecule  flies  apart.  The  extremely  short
duration  of  the  pulse  also  allows  ultra-  fast
phenomena  to  be  captured  in  the  strobed
images.  A  teclinique  referred  to  as  pump-
probe  allow^s  the  molecule  to  be  stimulated
and  dien  obsen^ed  with  the  x-ray  strobe  at
sub-picosecond  inten^als  after  die  stimulus
has been applied.

Conclusion

SLi'\C  has  had  a  rich  histon',  playing  a
significant  role  in  the  de\^elopment  of
accelerator technology and the understanding
of  modem  particle  ph\  sics.  SI^C  continues
to  pla\-  a  role  in  the  development  of  new
technolog)'  for  future  colliders  and
participates  in  international  collaborations  to
build  a  linear  Collider  and  Higgs  factory.
The  SLAC  campus,  however,  may  become
more  recognized  in  the  future  for  its  role  as
die world's leading photon science laboraton-
with  its  miique  facilities  for  x-ray  laser
production.
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